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Superconductor-insulator transition in granular Pb films near a superconducting ground plane

S. R. Khan,* E. M. Pedersen, B. Kain, A. J. Jordan, and R. P. Barber, Jr.
Department of Physics, Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, California 95053

~Received 25 August 1999!

We report observations of the zero-field superconductor-insulator transition in granular quench-condensed
Pb for samples within 10–15 nm of relatively thick superconducting ground planes. Resistance vs temperature
measurements of sufficiently thick Pb samples exhibit broadened superconductor transitions consistent with
previous results on clean dielectric substrates. The lack of any measurable influence by the superconducting
planes on the Pb film resistance is discussed within the context of zero-field vortex-antivortex unbinding
explanations for the transition broadening.

The superconductor-insulator transition~SIT! has been a
widely investigated phenomenon for more than two decades.
This transition occurs in a variety of systems, and is a tool
for probing fundamental properties of superconductors. A
sensitive and controllable technique for studying SIT’s uses
quench-condensed films, prepared by evaporating supercon-
ductor materials onto cryogenically cooled substrates to pro-
duce metastable disorder.1–7 Incrementing the average film
thickness1–6 or low-temperature annealing7 drives these
samples from insulating~resistance increasing as temperature
is lowered! to superconducting behavior~resistance dropping
towards zero at low temperatures!.

Quench condensation onto clean dielectric substrates pro-
duces granular films.1,2,6,7These films typically have no mea-
surable conductance until tens of atomic layers have been
deposited, suggesting that material is clustering during the
growth process. Scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! im-
aging of these films does show multiple layers of platelet-
shaped grains.8 The resistance versus temperature curves,
R(T), for granular superconductor films have distinctive
qualities. The thinnest films with measurable conductance
show a marked increase in resistance as temperature is low-
ered below the bulkTc of the material. At slightly larger
thickness, the films exhibit a quasireentrant behavior where
resistance first drops then increases belowTc . Even though
these films are on the ‘‘insulating’’ side of the transition,
changes nearTc give clear evidence that superconductivity is
affecting the resistance even in the thinnest measurable
samples. Tunneling into granular Pb films has shown that
they consist of superconducting grains or clusters with a
grain transition temperatureTcg and energy gapDg near the
bulk values forTc andD even on the insulating side of the
SIT.9 On the superconducting side of the SIT, granular films
exhibit broadened superconductor transitions where the re-
sistance of the film becomes immeasurably small at tempera-
tures which can be well belowTcg . These transitions are the
focus of this work.

It has been proposed that the broadened resistive transi-
tion in granular superconductors is an example of a
Kosterlitz-Thouless-Berezinskii~KTB! transition.10–12 In an
extension of the KTB theory,11 thermally excited vortex-
antivortex pairs provide a magnetic flux interaction with the
film. A transition occurs at a critical temperatureTKTB above
which vortex-antivortex pairs begin to unbind and contribute

a flux-flow resistance. BelowTKTB the vortices are bound in
pairs and the measurable resistance drops to zero. Therefore,
in granular films there are two critical temperatures, the first
Tcg below which the grains are superconductors, and a some-
what lowerTKTB where the film resistance drops to zero. The
resistive tails are the flux-flow region betweenTcg and
TKTB . Experimental results have been supportive of this
picture,12 however, evidence that vortices are present is indi-
rect.

This experiment is designed to test whether or not the
vortices in the KTB model are present in the region of the
broadened superconductor transitions. There must be equal
numbers of vortices and antivortices since there is no exter-
nal magnetic field applied to the sample. Since these vortices
are thermal excitations, suppressing their ability to form will
affect the resistive transition of the granular films if they are
the mechanism that causes the broadening. This suppression
should be accomplished by producing the granular quench-
condensed films in proximity to a thick superconducting
plane. Since each vortex or antivortex represents a flux quan-
tum, these flux lines will necessarily pass through the nearby
ground plane as long as the vortex pair separation is larger
than the sample-to-ground-plane distance. Since any flux
lines passing through the ground plane must then break Coo-
per pairs, they will be energetically less likely to form.
Therefore, the formation of vortex-antivortex pairs should be
suppressed by the presence of a superconducting ground
plane, and sharpening of the resistive transitions would be
observed in the granular film.

The ground plane was designed under several constraints.
First, it is necessary that the granular sample be electrically
isolated from the ground plane. Furthermore, the distance
between the two should be smaller than the length scale for
screening thermally excited vortices. However, no appre-
ciable tunneling can be allowed between the sample and the
ground plane. Such tunneling would provide an additional
conduction path during transport measurements which would
render them invalid. In short, the ground plane must be elec-
tromagnetically close while distant enough for no significant
charge transfer. Finally, it is useful if the ground plane has a
transition temperatureTcgp lower than Tcg . This require-
ment allows us to observe the broadened resistive transition
as the ground plane becomes superconducting and the
screening turns on. A signature of vortices would therefore
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be a break or kink in the broadened resistive transition near
Tcgp due to ground plane screening.

1 mm thick glass substrates are cleaned and fire polished
before being prepared at room temperature with the super-
conducting ground plane. This ground plane consists of a
sandwich of Ag/Pb/Al capped with Al2O3. It was found that
natural oxidation of the Al layer did not produce barriers of
sufficient resistance. This result may be due to the multiple-
layered ground plane structure since a simple Al film would
be expected to oxidize more fully. In order to increase the
oxide thickness, several additional 1–2 nm Al layers are de-
posited and allowed to oxidize. The final Al2O3 thickness is
estimated to be 10–15 nm. The ground plane and sample
layout are shown in Fig. 1~a!. Figure 1~b! is a cross-sectional
schematic of the sample layers with an approximate vertical
length scale shown. In order to produce a ground plane with
Tcgp less than that of the Pb grains (Tcg'7.2 K), Ag is
included for proximity effect reduction ofTcgp . Ag has the
additional advantage that it forms continuous layers at much
lower thicknesses than Pb when deposited onto a room-
temperature dielectric. This metallic layer should also cause
the Pb layer to wet more readily and therefore form a
smoother film. It was found that Al deposited directly over
the Ag films produces a wrinkled surface~presumably from
film stress! which leads to shorts, so the Ag is deposited
through a slightly smaller shadow mask than the Pb and Al
overlayers. In order to measureTcgp , the ground plane is cut
in an hourglass shape to remove the Pb shunt around the
central region. The ground planes in these experiments con-
sist of approximately 10 nm of Ag, 45 nm of Pb, and 30 nm
of Al. Varying the Ag/Pb ratio most strongly affectsTcgp
with typical values ranging from 6.2 to 6.6 K.

After preparation of the ground plane, Ag contacts are
evaporated as shown. Four are connected directly to the
ground plane by scratching through the Al2O3 so thatTcgp
and barrier resistance can be measured as the quench-
condensed sample is incremented. The remaining six are re-
served for connection to the quenched sample in the central
2.5 mm square region. Although only four leads are required
for the measurement, six accommodate occasional lead fail-
ure. The substrate is backed with 1 mm thick Pb and
mounted onto a Cu sample head. This Pb becomes supercon-
ducting at 7.2 K, below which it should screen out any ap-
preciable stray magnetic field. Annealed Au wires are at-
tached to the Ag contacts with conducting paint, and a
shadow mask insulated with a thin sheet of mica is posi-
tioned to form the trapezoidal film as shown in Fig. 1. The
layout of the mask prevents the film from crossing over a
mesa edge to avoid shorts to the ground plane.

Room-temperature resistance measurements of the ground
plane and contacts are used to confirm good electrical con-
nections. Two-wire sample contact resistance measurements
typically yield 107– 109 V at room temperature indicating
good isolation from the ground plane, with four-wire ground
plane resistances of the order 1V. After good contacts are
verified, the sample is enclosed in a stainless-steel chamber
which is evacuated and submerged in liquid nitrogen for pre-
cooling. The cryostat and all analog measurement electronics
are enclosed in an earth-grounded shielded room to minimize
electromagnetic interference. Once the sample is at equilib-
rium with the nitrogen bath, the contacts are measured again

with typical values of 108–.1010V ~our limit of resistance
measurement!. Since the area of the sample is roughly 30
times that of the contacts over the ground plane, four-wire
measurements of the quenched-condensed sample were re-
jected unless they were at least three orders of magnitude in
resistance less than the two-wire contact resistance. This cri-
terion should insure sample transport measurement errors
due to parallel transport through the ground plane of less
than 1 part in 30 for the very highest resistances~order
107 V), with negligible influence on the results within the
region of most interest (,105 V).

Substrates with good ground plane contacts and suffi-
ciently isolated leads over the ground plane are cooled to 4.2
K. Since the evaporation chamber is submerged in liquid He,
cryopumping produces ultrahigh vacuum conditions. Pb is
deposited by thermal evaporation from a 0.25 mm W wire
source, while the substrate is held at a temperature aboveTcg
to improve evaporation control near the onset of conduction.
Measurable conductance is detected at average thicknesses
comparable to those required for Pb evaporated onto clean
insulating substrates~6–10 nm!.2,6–8 After each deposition,

FIG. 1. ~a! Sample layout showing the contacts for the four-wire
ground plane measurement~terminated with circles! as well as the
six leads connecting to the trapezoidal quench-condensed Pb
sample~isolated from the ground plane!. ~b! Cross-sectional sche-
matic of the ground plane and sample configuration.
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R(T) is measured between 4.2 and 10 K. Standard four-wire
resistance measurements are derived from the linear regime
of current-voltage (I -V) curves. All data are from theseI -V
curves, and curves with an apparent supercurrent~no dis-
cernible finite slope! or no clear linear regime are not as-
signed resistance values. Temperature is measured using a
ruthenium-oxide resistance thermometer.

A typical data set is shown in Fig. 2 withR(T) for the
quench-condensed sample plotted on a logarithmic scale in
order to include the roughly ten orders of magnitude of re-
sistance that this experiment probes. Resistance measure-
ment errors of about 5% are smaller than the symbols. Each
successive evaporation~curves i–xviii! produces anR(T)
curve with lower resistance values. Three curves are marked
with arrows and displayed on a linear scale in Fig. 3 using
the same symbols as in Fig. 2. The ground plane transition is
plotted linearly in Fig. 2~b!. It appears as a double transition
at about 7.2 K~Pb shunted ends! and then atTcgp56.55 K
~hourglass constriction!.

The most remarkable feature of the data shown in Fig. 2 is
the lack of any measurable effect in the sample belowTcgp
~vertical line!. These data are consistent with previous results
for Pb-quenched onto clean dielectric substrates: the curves
indicate insulating~i–vii ! or superconducting behavior~xiii–
xviii ! as temperature is lowered.1,2,6–9,13Curves that do not

fit clearly into either category~viii–xii ! have what appear to
be broadened tails, and previous results to 100 mK suggest
that most of these traces would eventually lose measurable
resistance at lower temperatures.13 It is important to note that
during these experiments, no metallic samples~resistance ap-
proaching a constant at low temperature! were observed in
the temperature range above 4.2 K. For our purposes lower
temperatures were not accessed since the region of interest is
nearTcgp . The nature of theR(T) curves in Fig. 2 indicates
that the sample is granular even over the ground plane, and
the clear resistance changes which are apparent in Fig. 3 near
7.2 K also support this conclusion.

Focusing attention on the temperature region nearTcgp ,
the measurements of sample i of over 107 V indicate good
isolation between the sample and the ground plane. The
overall appearance of theR(T) curves is consistent with pre-
vious results. In particular, there appears to be no significant
effect on the broadened resistive tails. It is expected that
vortex suppression would lead to sharper transitions begin-
ning nearTcgp , so we conclude that either thermally excited
vortices are not the dominant mechanism controlling the re-
sistive transition or this configuration is not suppressing
them. It is also important to note that since these films sup-
port nearly bulk values ofTcg andDg , we expect small or no
measurable effects due to screening of the Coulomb interac-
tion by the nearby ground plane as has been observed in
ultrathin Bi samples.14

Granular superconductor films have been cited as candi-
dates for a vortex unbinding transition.11–12 At thicknesses
near the onset of conduction, structural voids are observed in
STM images8 and supported by experiments in an applied
field which show no appreciable vortex core presence.6,9 For

FIG. 2. Resistance per square vs temperature for a granular Pb
film over a superconducting ground plane.~a! Curves i–xviii rep-
resent increasing thickness. The vertical line corresponds toTcgp

56.55 K ~ground plane!. Arrows mark three curves which are plot-
ted on a linear scale in Fig. 3.~b! The resistive transition of the
ground plane showing the Pb/Al transition of the ends and the Ag/
Pb/Al transition of the midsection over which the quenched Pb
sample is located. The solid curve represents data taken before
quench-condensing the sample, and the circles are data recorded at
the end of the entire experimental run.

FIG. 3. Linear plots of three selected curves from Fig. 2. Resis-
tance changes occur below about 7.2 K in each case indicating
‘‘granular’’ films with a well definedTcg near the bulk value.
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Pb films, vortex cores are not observed until the sheet resis-
tance is lowered to 375V.6 With typical sample resistances
in the kV range, this result suggests that flux lines due to
applied fields penetrate the sample where there is no material
and thermally excited vortices would therefore require much
less energy per excitation. Another result that suggests vor-
tices might play an important role is the strong magnetore-
sistance of these samples at low fields.2,13 Measurable in-
creases in resistance within the broadened transitions have
been observed at 0.01 G,13 so even small populations of vor-
tices might produce a measurable resistance.

The KTB transition in superconductors is characterized
by vortex-antivortex pairs that exist over a large range of
length scales due to interaction energies that depend logarith-
mically on their separation. Unbinding occurs for pairs at a
length scalej1 , the vortex correlation length.10,11In order to
evaluate the effectiveness with which our configuration
should suppress these vortices, it is useful to consider the
10–15 nm separation between the sample and the ground
plane in comparison toj1 . STM imaging of quench-
condensed granular Pb films shows grains of about 20 nm
diameter.8 The smallestvortex pairs should be of that order
or larger, since penetration of a superconducting grain would
be energetically unfavorable. At this scale, the vortices are
perhaps only weakly affected by the ground plane. However,
it is not necessary to suppress formation of the smallest pairs,
only a significant fraction of those that are unbinding. Fur-
thermore,j1 increases as temperature is lowered and di-
verges atTKTB , so we expect that the effectiveness of the
ground plane’s magnetic screening shouldincreaseas tem-
perature is lowered. We, therefore, have confidence that a
sizable portion of vortices should be suppressed using this
configuration. Since there is no noticeable change in the
broadened transitions, we conclude that vortices are not the
dominant mechanism in this regime.

It is possible to understand the SIT in granular samples
within the simple framework of the superconductor pair
wave function,Cs'D1/2eif with amplitudeD1/2 and phase
f. Cs can be destroyed either by breaking of long-range
phase coherence1–3 or suppression of the amplitude.4,5 The
presence of nearly bulk values forTcg and Dg even on the
insulating side of the SIT indicates that the transport in
granular films is dominated by intergrain tunneling and the
stability of the phase between grains or clusters of grains.
The broadened transitions in these samples is explained as
phase breaking between grains or clusters of grains due to
thermal fluctuations. Lowering temperature to reduce these
fluctuations~or equivalently increasing the connectivity of
the sample by deposition of additional material! can increase
the phase coherence until at sufficiently low temperatures,
global phase coherence is established and a zero resistance is
observed. As a result of our measurements, we favor this
explanation without the inclusion of vortices.

Our observations of the zero-field superconductor-
insulator transition in granular Pb samples near a supercon-
ducting plane do not indicate the presence of vortices. Al-
though vortex excitations may play some role locally in the
film, they do not appear to be a dominant phase-breaking
mechanism in this system.
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